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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamps: Cutest Halloween
Inks: Black Memento
Cardstock: Basic Black, Highland Heather,
Designer Paper: Cute Halloween
Accessories: Black Glittered Organdy Ribbon
Tools: Big Shot, Pretty Pillow Box Dies, Stitched So Sweetly Dies, Paper Trimmer w/score blade, Halloween Punch, Dimensionals,
Double Stick Tape, Mono Liquid Glue, Glue Dots
Miscellaneous: Pez 12 pack Mini Dispensers

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. BASE…Cut a piece of Basic Black CS to 9" x 5 1/4". On the long side score at 1 1/2", 3", 6", 7 1/2". Rotate to the short side and score at
1 1/2" & 3 3/4". Trim away outside corners.

2. Fold over flaps on the long end and glue down. Fold up all the rest of the scorelines gluing the remaining flaps to the inside sides to make
the base of the box.

3. Top…Cut a piece of Basic Black CS to 8" x 3". On the long side score at 1/2", 2", 4 1/4", 5 3/4". Cut (2) DSP's at 2 7/8" x 1 3/8", and (2)
DSP's at 2 7/8" x 2 1/8". Attach to Top as shown.

4. Cut out a shortened scalloped rectangle using the Stitched So Sweetly Dies in Highland Heather, and (2) bubble shapes using the Pretty
Pillow Box Dies. Punch out a black cat and a ghost from the Cute Halloween DSP using the Halloween Punch. Stamp Sentiments in Black
Memento Ink. Attach the cat and ghost to them with Dimensionals.

5. Add a 1/4" x 4" piece of Window Sheet or (a piece of the thick clear plastic the stamp set came attached to) to the back of the ghost saying
with Glue Dots. Add a piece of Double Stick Tape to the bottom back of the clear sheet and attach it to the inside back of box.

5. Add a 1/4" x 4" piece of Window Sheet or (a piece of the thick clear plastic the stamp set came attached to) to the back of the ghost saying
with Glue Dots. Add a piece of Double Stick Tape to the bottom back of the clear sheet and attach it to the inside back of box.

6. Stamp saying on the other bubble like piece and attach to the backside to cover up.

7. Cut (2) 1" x 6" strips of the stripe DSP and glue around top of box. Trim to fit. Tie a bow around the DSP using the Black Organdy Glitter
Ribbon. Add the cat tag to the front of the box lid with Dimensionals.

8. Add some homemade shred to your box by cutting 4" tiny strips of CS and then wadding it up. arrange your treat inside the box. Close the
lid and you are done. What fun it will be when your little goblin slides off the lid and the cute little ghost pops up!

9. What fun it will be when your little goblin slides off the lid and the cute little ghost pops up! Trick or Treat! Your project is now
complete! Happy Halloween!
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